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Abstract— Anonymizing wireless networks permit users to access
services confidentially with the help of a series of routers in order
to conceal the IP address of the client from the server. As a result,
administrators block all known exit nodes of anonymizing
networks, denying anonymous access to misbehaving. To address
this problem, servers can “blacklist” misbehaving users, by this
means blocking users devoid of compromising their anonymity.
Monitoring personal locations with a potentially untrusted server
poses privacy threats to the monitored individuals; a privacypreserving location monitoring system for wireless networks is
adopted. Two in-network location anonymization algorithms are
considered, namely, resource and quality-aware algorithms that
intend to facilitate the system in order to offer high-quality
position monitoring services for system users, while preserving
personal location privacy. Both algorithms rely on the well
established k-anonymity privacy concept, that is, a person is
indistinguishable among k persons, to permit trusted wireless
nodes to provide the aggregate location information of monitored
persons. Each aggregate location is in a form of a monitored area
A along with the number of monitored persons residing in A,
where A contains at least k persons. The main aim behind use of
resource-aware algorithm is to minimize computational cost and
communication cost, while the quality-aware algorithm aims to
maximize the accuracy of the aggregate locations by minimizing
their monitored areas. To make use of the aggregate position
information and to provide location monitoring services, a spatial
histogram approach is used that estimates the distribution of the
monitored persons based on the gathered aggregate position
information. Then, the estimated distribution is used to provide
position monitoring services through answering range queries.
Keywords- Wireless Networks, location privacy, position
monitoring system, anonymous authentication, aggregate query
processing, anonymous blacklisting, misbehaving users, spatial
cloaking, threat monitoring, position anonymization.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The advance in wireless technologies has resulted in many
new applications for military and/or civilian purposes [1].

Many cases of these applications rely on the information of
personal locations, for example, surveillance and location
systems. Unfortunately, monitoring personal locations with a
potentially untrusted system poses privacy threats to the
monitored individuals, because an adversary could neglect the
location information gathered by the system to infer personal
sensitive information [3], [4], [5], [6].
This paper proposes a confidentiality-defending
position monitoring scheme for wireless networks in order to
provide location monitoring services with the help of Jack
secure system [2]. Our system relies on the well-established kanonymity privacy concept, which requires each person is
indistinguishable among k persons. In our system, each
wireless node blurs its wireless range area into a cloaked area,
in which at least k persons are residing. Each wireless node
reports only aggregate location information, which is in a form
of a cloaked area, A, along with the number of persons, N,
located in A, where N >= k, to the server. It is very essential to
note that the value of k achieves a trade-off between the
strictness of confidentiality protection and the quality of
monitoring services. A smaller k indicates less confidentiality
protection, because a smaller cloaked area will be reported
from the wireless node; hence better monitoring services.
However, a larger k results in a larger cloaked area, which will
reduce the quality of monitoring services, but it provides better
confidentiality protection. Our system can avoid the
confidentiality leakage by providing low-quality position
monitoring services for small areas that the challenger could
use to track users, while providing high-quality services for
larger areas. The definition of a small area is relative to the
required anonymity level, because our system provides better
quality services for the same area if we relax the required
anonymity level. Thus, the challenger cannot infer the number
of persons currently residing in a small area from our system
output with any reliability.
To preserve personal location privacy, we have used two innetwork aggregate location anonymization algorithms,
namely, resource and quality-aware algorithms [1]. Both
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algorithms require the wireless nodes to collaborate with each
other to blur their wireless range areas into cloaked areas, such
that each cloaked area contains at least k persons to constitute
a k-anonymous cloaked area. The resource-aware algorithm
aims to minimize communication and computational cost,
while the quality-aware algorithm aims to minimize the size of
the cloaked areas, in order to maximize the accuracy of the
aggregate locations reported to the server. In the resourceaware algorithm, each wireless node finds an adequate number
of persons, and then it uses a greedy approach to find a
cloaked area. On the other hand, the quality-aware algorithm
starts from a cloaked area A, which is computed by the
resource-aware algorithm. Then, A will be iteratively refined
based on extra communication among the wireless nodes until
its area reaches the minimal possible size. For both algorithms,
the wireless node reports its cloaked area with the number of
monitored persons in the area as an aggregate location to the
server. For the purpose of security provision to the end user’s
system, the Jack secure system is used which is designed by Zi
Lin and Nicholas Hopper in October 2010 and provides the
following properties: backward unlink ability, subjective
blacklisting, anonymous authentication, fast authentication
speeds, rate-limited anonymous connections, and revocation
audit ability. The Jack secure system [2] is the extra ordinary
version of Nymble secure system where end users acquire an
ordered collection of nymbles, a special type of pseudonym, to
connect to websites. Without additional information, these
nymbles are computationally very hard to link and hence using
the stream of nymbles simulates anonymous access to
services. Websites can blacklist users by obtaining a seed for a
particular nymble, allowing them to link future nymbles from
the same user, those used before the complaint remains
unlinkable. Servers can therefore blacklist anonymous users
without knowledge of their IP addresses while allowing
behaving users to connect anonymously. Our system ensures
that users are aware of their blacklist status before they present
a nymble and disconnect immediately if they are blacklisted.
Although our system only knows the aggregate location
information about the monitored persons, it can still provide
monitoring services through answering aggregate queries, for
example, “What is the number of persons in a convinced
area?” To support these monitoring services, we are going to
use a spatial histogram [1] that analyzes the gathered
aggregate locations to estimate the distribution of the
monitored persons in the system. The estimated distribution is
used to answer aggregate queries.
The communication and computational cost of the resourceaware algorithm is lower than the quality-aware algorithm,
while the quality-aware algorithm provides more accurate
monitoring services (the average accuracy is about 90 percent)
than the resource-aware algorithm (the average accuracy is
about 75 percent). Both algorithms only reveal k-anonymous
aggregate location information to the server, but they are
suitable for different system settings. The resource-aware
algorithm is suitable for the system, where the wireless nodes
have scarce communication and computational resources,
while the quality-aware algorithm is favorable for the system,

where accuracy is the most important factor in monitoring
services.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Our system
model is discussed in Section 2. Section 3 presents the
resource-aware and quality-aware location anonymization
algorithms. Section 4 describes the experiment setting of our
system. Section 5 highlights the features of the proposed
system. The related work is mentioned in Section 6. Finally,
Section 7 concludes the paper.
II.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 1: The Architectural Model
Fig. 1 depicts the architecture of our system, where there are
three major entities, wireless nodes, server, and system users.
We will define the problem addressed by our system, and then
describe the detail of each entity and the privacy model of our
system.
2.1 Problem Definition
To develop a system for confidentiality preserving and
position monitoring for wireless networks using location
anonymization algorithms and Jack secure system.
2.2 Wireless nodes
There are various wireless nodes present in a trusted zone.
The job of wireless nodes is to calculate moving objects in its
own area. Wireless nodes are anonymous in nature. Wireless
nodes communicate with the other wireless nodes inside the
network to form a peer list by broadcasting a message. After a
peer list wireless nodes forms a cloaked area in which there
should be k no of objects present. The cloak area is the blurred
area which can’t b seen by other wireless nodes inside the
network. That cloaked area is the final aggregate location
which is provided to a user through a server.
2.3 Server
Server can be called as central node as every wireless node
inside the network is connected to it. Server keeps information
about all wireless nodes in the network. Server can be called
as communication medium between user and trusted zone i.e.
wireless nodes. User first sends a query to a server and then
server passes it to wireless nodes.
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2.4 Trusted Zone
Trusted zone consist of several nodes as mentioned earlier.
This zone is called as trusted because the anonymous wireless
nodes are present in it. Anonymous nature of wireless nodes
helps hiding from other wireless nodes inside the network.

2.8 The Nymble Manager
After obtaining a pseudonym from the PM, the user
connects to the Nymble Manager (NM) [2] through the
anonymizing network, and requests nymbles for access to a
particular server (such as Wikipedia). A user’s requests to the
NM are therefore pseudonymous, and nymbles are generated
using the user’s pseudonym and the server’s identity. These
nymbles are thus specific to a particular user-server pair.
2.9 Time
Nymble tickets are bound to specific time periods. While a
user’s access within a time period is tied to a single nymble
ticket, the use of different nymble tickets across time periods
grants the user anonymity between time periods. Smaller time
periods provide users with higher rates of anonymous
authentication, while longer time periods allow servers to ratelimit the number of misbehaviors from a particular user before
he or she is blocked. The linkability window allows for
dynamism since resources such as IP addresses can get
reassigned and it is undesirable to blacklist such resources
indefinitely, and it ensures forgiveness of misbehavior after a
certain period of time.

Fig. 2: The architecture of Jack secure system.

2.5 System Users
Authenticated administrators and users can issue
range queries to our system through either the server or the
wireless nodes, as depicted in Fig. 2. The server uses the
spatial histogram to answer their queries.
2.6 Privacy Model
In our system, the wireless nodes constitute a trusted zone,
where they behave as defined in the algorithm and
communicate with each other through a secure network
channel to avoid internal network attacks, [4], [7]. Our system
also provides anonymous communication between the wireless
nodes and the server by employing existing anonymous
communication techniques [8], [9]. Thus given an aggregate
location R, the server only knows that the sender of R is one of
the wireless nodes within R. Furthermore, only authenticated
administrators can change the k-anonymity level and the
spatial histogram size. In emergency cases, the administrators
can set the k-anonymity level to a small value to get more
accurate aggregate locations from the wireless nodes, or even
set it to zero to disable our algorithm to get the original
readings from the wireless nodes, in order to get the best
services from the system.
2.7 The Pseudonym Manager
The user must first contact the Pseudonym Manager (PM)
[2] and demonstrate control over a resource; for IP-address
blocking, the user must connect to the PM directly.

2.10 Blacklisting a user
If a user misbehaves, the server may link any future
connection from this user within the current linkability
window. A user connects and misbehaves at a server during
time period t within linkability window w. The server later
detects this misbehavior and complains to the NM in time
period tc of the same linkability window w. As part of the
complaint, the server presents the nimble ticket of the
misbehaving user and obtains the corresponding seed from the
NM. The server is then able to link future connections by the
user in time periods of the same linkability window w to the
complaint. Therefore, once the server has complained about a
user, that user is blacklisted for the rest of the day.
III.

LOCATION ANONYMIZATION ALGORITHMS

To implement our system two algorithms are used:
3.1 Resource Aware Algorithm [1]
Basic idea of this algorithm is to find adequate number of
persons in that network and accordingly finding a cloaked area
which further referred as MBR (minimum bounded area).there
are two steps in this algorithm :
3.1.1 Broadcast step
In this step, every wireless node in a network broadcasts a
message to nearer wireless nodes. In this message it passes its
id, its wireless range area and count of objects in its wireless
area. In this way every wireless node forms its own peer-list.
Also every wireless node checks for adequate number of
objects in its wireless range area and accordingly it sends
notification message to the nearer wireless nodes and follows
the next step.
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3.1.2 Cloaked area step:
The basic idea of this step is that each wireless node blurs
its wireless range area into a cloaked area that includes at least
k objects, in order to satisfy the k- anonymity privacy
requirement. To minimize computational cost, this step uses a
greedy approach to find a cloaked area based on the
information stored in peer-list. For each wireless node m, m
initializes a set S and then determines a score for each peer in
its peer-list. The score is defined as a ratio of the object count
of the peer to the distance between the peer and m. The score
is calculated to select a set of peers from peer-list to S to form
a cloaked area that includes at least k objects and has an area
as small as possible. Then we repeatedly select the peer with
the highest score from the peer-list to S until S contains at
least k objects. Finally, m determines the cloaked area (Area)
that is a minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) that covers the
wireless range area of the wireless nodes in S, and the total
number of objects in S (N).
3.1.3 The validation step:
This step is to avoid reporting aggregate locations with a
containment relationship to the server. We do not allow the
wireless nodes inside the network to report their aggregate
locations with the containment relationship to the server,
because combining these aggregate locations may pose
privacy leakage.
function RESOURCEAWARE (Integer k, Node m, List R)
// Step 1: The broadcast step
Send a message with m's identity m.ID, wireless range area
m.Area, and object Count m.Count to m's neighbor peers
if Receive a message from a peer p, i.e., (p:ID, p:Area,
p:count)
then Add the message to peer-list
if m has found an adequate number of objects then Send
a notification message to m's neighbors
end if
if Some m's neighbor has not found an adequate number
of objects then
Forward the message to m's neighbors
end if
end if
// Step 2: The cloaked area step
S ←{m}
Compute a score for each peer in peer-list
Repeatedly select the peer with the highest score from peer-list
to S until the total number of objects in S is at least k. Area a
minimum bounding rectangle of the senor nodes in S N the
total number of objects in S
// Step 3: The validation step
if No containment relationship with Area and R 2 R then Send
(Area, N) to the peers within Area and the server else if m's
wireless range area is contained by some R 2 R then
Randomly select a R’€ R such that R’. Area contains m's
wireless range area

Send R’ to the peers within R’. Area and the server
else
Send Area with a cloaked N to the peers within Area and the
server
end if
3.2 Quality Aware Algorithm [1]
The quality-aware algorithm starts from a cloaked area A,
which is computed by resource aware algorithm. Then A will
be iteratively refined based on extra communication among
the wireless nodes until its area reaches the minimal possible
size. For both Resource as well as Quality aware algorithms,
the wireless node inside the network reports its cloaked area
with the number of monitored persons in the area as an
aggregate location to the server.
3.2.1 Search space step:
Since a typical wireless network has a large number of
wireless nodes, it is too costly for a wireless node m to gather
the information of all the wireless nodes to compute its
minimal cloaked area. To reduce communication and
computational cost, m determines a search space, S, based on
the input cloaked area computed by the resource-aware
algorithm, such that the wireless nodes outside S cannot be
part of the minimal cloaked area.
3.2.2 The minimal cloaked area step:
This step takes a set of peers residing in the search space, S,
as an input and computes the minimal cloaked area for the
wireless node m. In this step we propose two optimization
techniques to reduce computational cost. The basic idea of the
first optimization technique is that we do not need to examine
all the combinations of the peers in S; instead, we only need to
consider the combinations of at most four peers. Because at
most two wireless nodes defines width of MBR and at most
two wireless nodes defines height of MBR. Thus this
optimization mainly reduces computational cost by reducing
the number of MBR computations among the peers in S. The
second optimization technique has two properties, lattice
structure and monotonicity property. In a lattice structure, a
data set that contains n items can generate 2n-1 item sets
excluding a null set. We generate the lattice structure from the
lowest level based on a simple generation rule. The
monotonicity property of a function f indicates that if X is a
subset of Y, then f(X) must not exceed f(Y). For our problem,
the MBR of a set of wireless nodes S has the monotonicity
property, because adding wireless nodes to S must not
decrease the area of the MBR of S or the number of objects
within the MBR of S.
3.2.3 The validation step:
This step is to avoid reporting aggregate locations
with a containment relationship to the server. We do not allow
the wireless nodes to report their aggregate locations with the
containment relationship to the server, because combining
these aggregate locations may pose privacy leakage.
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function QUALITYAWARE (Integer k, Node m, Set init
solution, List R) current min cloaked area init solution // Step
1: The search space step
Determine a search space S based on init solution Collect
the information of the peers located in S
// Step 2: The minimal cloaked area step
Add each peer located in S to C[1] as an item
Add m to each item-set in C[1] as the first item
for i = 1; i ≤4; i ++ do
for each item-set X = {a1 ,……., ai+1 } C[i] do
if Area(MBR(X)) < Area(current min cloaked area) then
if N(MBR(X)) ≥ k then
current min cloaked area ← {X}
Remove X from C[i]
end if
else
Remove X from C[i]
end if
end for
if i < 4 then
for each itemset pair X={x1 ,……, xi+1 }
Y ={yi ,….., yi+1 } do
if x1 = y1 ,…., xi = yi and xi+1 ≠ yi+1 then
Add an itemset {x1 ,……, xi+1 , yi+1} to C[i + 1]
end if
end for
end if
end for
Area ← a minimum bounding rectangle of current min
cloaked area
N ← the total number of objects in current min cloaked area
// Step 3: The validation step
if No containment relationship with Area and R 2 R then
Send (Area, N) to the peers within Area and the server
else if m's wireless range area is contained by some R 2 R
then
Randomly select a R’€ R such that R’.Area contains m's
wireless range area
Send R’ to the peers within R’.Area and the server
else Send Area with a cloaked N to the peers within Area and
the server
end if
IV.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The defined system can be implemented by using jdk
1.5/1.6 and above and users position is monitored by using
J2ME which supports wireless toolkit which is Sun Java
Wireless Toolkit 2.5.2 .Aggregate location of nodes can be
shown with the help of maps.
V.

FEATURES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM

5.1 Wireless Network Position Monitoring
The position monitoring system using wireless nodes, the
wireless nodes report the exact location information of the

monitored persons to the server; thus using wireless nodes
immediately poses a major privacy breach.
5.2 Aggregate Location
The concept of aggregate location information, that
is, a collection of location data relating to a group or category
of persons from which individual identities have been
removed.
5.3 Minimum Bounding Rectangle
We find the minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) of
the wireless range area of wireless node. It is important to note
that the wireless range area can be in any polygon or irregular
shape.
VI.

RELATED WORK

Straightforward approaches for preserving user’s location
privacy include enforcing privacy policies to restrict the use of
collected location information [10], [11] and anonymizing the
stored data before any disclosure [12]. However, these
approaches fail to prevent internal data thefts or inadvertent
disclosure. Recently, location anonymization techniques have
been widely used to anonymizing personal location
information before any server gathers the location information,
in order to preserve personal position privacy in locationbased services. These techniques are based on one of the three
concepts. 1) False locations. Instead of reporting the
monitored object’s exact location, the object reports n
different locations, where only one of them is the object’s
actual location while the rest are false locations [13]. 2)
Spatial cloaking. The spatial cloaking technique blurs a user’s
location into a cloaked spatial area that satisfy the user’s
specified privacy requirements [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19],
[20], [21], [22], [23]. 3) Space transformation. This technique
transforms the location information of queries and data into
another space, where the spatial relationship among the query
and data are encoded [24]. Among these three privacy
concepts, only the spatial cloaking technique can be applied to
our problem. The main reasons for this are that 1) the false
location techniques cannot provide high-quality monitoring
services due to a large amount of false location information, 2)
the space transformation techniques cannot provide privacy
preserving monitoring services as it reveals the monitored
object’s exact location information to the query issuer, and 3)
the spatial cloaking techniques can provide aggregate
location information to the server and balance a trade-off
between privacy protection and the quality of services by
tuning the specified privacy requirements, for example, k
anonymity and minimum area privacy requirements [12], [22].
Thus, we take up the spatial cloaking technique to reserve the
monitored object’s location privacy in our location monitoring
system.
IP-address blocking- By picking IP addresses as the
resource for limiting the Sybil attack, our current
implementation closely mimics IP-address blocking employed
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by Internet services. There are, however, some inherent
limitations to using IP addresses as the scarce resource. If a
user can obtain multiple addresses, she can circumvent both
Jack-based and regular IP-address blocking.

I would like to thank my project guide Prof. Shyamsunder
P. Kosbatwar who is the driving force behind this project idea.
This paper is the result of hard work put by my project guide
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